Race and Intelligence. One of the more sensitive traits for which racial disparities have been found is average intelligence. In 1995, egalitarian liberals were scandalized by the publication of The Bell Curve by Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray, because the book mentioned that, in America, average black IQ lags about fifteen points behind average white IQ (85 vs. 100). But this difference has been known to exist since the First World War, when the first IQ tests were administered to American soldiers. Mammals and birds generally have fewer offspring but feed and care for them in early life. (Rabbits are a popular byword for fertility, but the twelve offspring they average per year come nowhere near the fertility of fish or amphibians.) A book to come back to again and again! Well worth reading! Read more. His book is not an intelligent guide to atheism but a selective history of the existence of politically inspired prejudice in society as a means of justifying his own opinion. According to Cassius, “The fault...lies not in our stars but in ourselves...” Harbour’s inability to acknowledge humankind’s own failure which he variously attributes to dogma, religion and other concepts which cannot function outside the human mind, undermines his claim that he offers an intelligent guide to anything. This is an uninspired book for the naïve and intellectually challenged, not the in... A no-name writer becomes the personal assistant to a famous web novelist, and moves in with him amidst much bickering. He freeloads off the successful novelist, eats the novelist’s food, lives in the novelist’s house, and, eventually, even sleeps in the novelist’s bed. A certain no-name writer (flipping a table): “It was totally that bastard who forced me to...” Mmph!